December 2021 Adult Nonfiction books added to Princeton Public Library
The Age of A. I.: And Our Human Future - Henry A. Kissinger, Eric Schmidt, Daniel Huttenlocher; with Schuyler
Schouten
"Artificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming human society fundamentally and profoundly. Three of our most
accomplished and deep thinkers come together to explore how A.I. could affect our relationship with
knowledge, impact our worldviews, and change society and politics as profoundly as the ideas of the
Enlightenment."

Armchair Explorer: Discover the Best Music, Film and Literature from Around the World - Lonely Planet
"Calling culture lovers: sample music, films and books from 120 countries without leaving your armchair.
Perfect preparation for travelers or simply a satisfying journey into the unknown, this book lists the five
most interesting books and movies from each country, plus its top ten tunes. Be introduced to Ethiopian
jazz, French new wave cinema, Irish poetry and more. Discover a little of each countries life and soul
through each recommendation by Lonely Planet's experts as well as dedicated sections that dive deep
into special topics that range from South Korean K-Pop to Belgian graphic novels."
Atlas of the Heart: Mapping Meaningful Connection and the Language of Human Experience - Brené Brown
"In Atlas of the Heart, Brown takes us on a journey through 85 of the emotions and experiences that
define what it means to be human. As she maps the necessary skills and lays out an actionable
framework for meaningful connection, she gives us the language and tools to access a universe of new
choices and second chances - a universe where we can share and steward the stories of our bravest and
most heartbreaking moments with one another in a way that builds connection. Over the past two
decades, Brown's extensive research into the experiences that make us who we are has shaped the
cultural conversation and helped define what it means to be courageous with our lives. Atlas of the Heart
draws on this research, as well as Brown's singular skills as a researcher/storyteller, to lay out an invaluable, researchbased framework that shows us that naming an experience doesn't give the experience more power, it gives us the power
of understanding, meaning, and choice. Brown shares, "I want this to be an atlas for all of us, because I believe that, with
an adventurous heart and the right maps, we can travel anywhere and never fear losing ourselves. Even when we have
no idea where we are.""-- Provided by publisher.
Beautiful Country: A Memoir - Qian Julie Wang
"In Chinese the word for the United States, Mei Guo, translates directly to "beautiful country." When
seven-year-old Qian is plucked from her warm and happy childhood surrounded by extended family in
China, she finds a world of crushing fear and poverty instead. For five years she lived undocumented
after immigrating with her parents to New York City. Shocked at where her family fits in comparison to
their status as educated elites in China, she works shifts alongside her mother in Chinatown sweatshops.
Unable to speak English, isolated and disregarded, Qian put into special education classes and
humiliated by teachers and classmates when she struggles to pay attention because of hunger or
exhaustion. Her memoir illuminates the cruelty and indignity of America's immigration system, and the
cost of making a home in a hostile land." -- Adapted from publisher info.
The FarmMade Cookbook: Traditional Recipes from America's Farmers
"A time capsule of food, craft, and tradition, The FarmMade Cookbook shares seventy-five multigenerational recipes from farms all over the country. Hailing from New England, the Deep South, the
Midwest, Southwest, and Northwest, each authentic farm-made recipe represents its region's unique
farming culture. Recipes are paired with each farm's unique story of resilience and connection with the
land, resulting in a tangible agrarian gift to us all."

Peterson Field Guide to Weather - Jay Anderson, Jay M. Pasachoff, and John A. Day
"A field guide to the weather, including clouds, storm systems, and climate change. A resource for those
intrigued by events in the sky--clouds, precipitation, storms, aurora, halos--and for those who follow daily
weather events. Using a nontechnical approach, the authors describe the flow of energy and moisture
through global and local landscapes and how they evolve into day-to-day weather. For those fascinated
by the sky's colors and patterns, there are halos, rainbows, iridescent clouds, and other tapestries in the
sky. For the cloud-watcher, common and unusual cloud forms are covered; for those entranced by storms,
the guide includes severe thunderstorms, winter blizzards, hurricanes, hail, ice storms, and other
challenges that the atmosphere inflicts. It even includes a chapter on weather in the atmospheres of the
planets and the sun. More than 400 photographs illustrate visible weather, and diagrams explain the more
challenging physical concepts. This book is designed for those who want to look up, marvel, and understand what they
see."-- Provided by publisher.
Restart: Designing a Healthy Post-Pandemic Life - Doreen Dodgen-Magee
"This book offers recommendations of how to set norms that will help readers manage anxiety, hesitance,
and over excitement about re-entering an interactive world post-pandemic."-- Provided by publisher.

These Precious Days: Essays - Ann Patchett
"The beloved New York Times bestselling author reflects on home, family, friendships and writing in this
deeply personal collection of essays."-- Provided by publisher.

They Called Us "Lucky": The Life and Afterlife of the Iraq War's Hardest Hit Unit - Ruben Gallego with Jim
DeFelice
"Opening up for the first time about his combat experience, Congressman Ruben Gallego (D, AZ) delivers
a moving and unforgettable memoir of the eternal bonds forged between the Marines of Lima Company,
the hardest-hit unit of the Iraq War."-- Provided by publisher.

